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“Atkinson and Jewell invite each of us to reimagine one’s connection to the land while cultivating nature close to home. A must-read for
anyone searching for inspired solutions for designing or refining a garden.” —Emily Murphy, founder of Pass the Pistil From windswept
deserts to misty seaside hills and verdant valleys, the natural landscapes of the American West offer an astounding variety of climates for
gardens. Under Western Skies reveals thirty-six of the most innovative designs—all embracing and celebrating the very soul of the land on
which they grow. For the gardeners featured here, nature is the ultimate inspiration rather than something to be dominated, and Under
Western Skies shows the strong connection each garden has with its place. Packed with Atkinson’s stunning photographs and illuminated by
Jewell’s deep interest in the relationships between people and the spaces they inhabit, Under Western Skies offers page after page of
encouraging ingenuity and inventive design for passionate gardeners who call the West home.
When Robert Peary’s team was the first to reach the North Pole, he was the only white man in the picture. Accompanying him were four
Eskimos and Matthew Henson, a black man who had been with Peary on all his expeditions for the previous twenty years. Henson tells the
story of that last expedition with candor and warmth, making neither too much nor too little of the conditions the team endured, including
travelling on foot and sled in temperatures reaching 50° and more below zero. Henson’s story is a testament to fortitude in the face of
debilitating conditions. This book is part of the Standard Ebooks project, which produces free public domain ebooks.
Can a marriage of convenience lead to something more? After escaping war-torn Earth, Skylar seeks refuge on planet New Vaxx, where
she’s expected to take a Vaxxlian warrior as a husband. Eager for a fresh start, she longs to settle down with one of the huge, protective
aliens. But when Vaxxlian Matchmakers informs her that her one true soulmate has perished, she’s heartbroken, even though she never
actually met the male. When she’s matched to a widowed Vaxxlian instead—as a marriage of convenience—she worries she’ll never find
happiness with the gruff, controlling warrior named Tahrin. She can’t help but think she should’ve never visited Vaxxlian Matchmakers in the
first place. What if she’s made a terrible mistake?
Being captured by aliens is better than being sent home… Pilot Randy Rivers always has had a sassy mouth. This time though, it’s not her
mouth but her temper that lands her in trouble and given her marching orders home. That and apparently slamming a superior officer’s face
into a table is a no no. Even if the guy is a misogynistic asshole. And groped her. Faced with the prospect of going back back to overcrowded earth with it’s slum-cities, she takes a high-stakes, off the book mission into the heart of enemy territory. When things go sideways,
she expects to end up as a prisoner of war, not holed up and kept secret from every one else on the ship by the sexiest alien guy. One who’s
determined to prove that enemies can make the best lovers… Sometimes love can be found in the most unexpected of places… like under a
seating rack. Riis K’Vass knew humans could be unpredictable and, frankly, insane, but even he didn’t expect them to try and sneak onto a
heavily armed and armored warship, filled with a small army. They did though, and were easily captured. But, the numbers don’t add up, and
Riis realizes that they’re missing one human. A female hiding in the tiniest of spaces, easily missed with how tiny human women are. A
female who takes his breath away with her beauty and makes him smile with her stubbornness and intelligence. Just a few days. At least,
that’s what he tells himself. If he can keep her secret for long enough to get himself some mating marks and bond her to him, then they’ll
never be able to take her away from him. But jealous eyes are always watching and a warship is no place for keeping secrets. Especially
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where rare and coveted females are concerned. When Randy is discovered, Riis must fight for his life and a chance at a life with his little
mate. Because mating marks don’t do a warrior any good if he’s dead… Keywords: alien mate romance, alien romance, space books for
adults, sci fi, sci fi books, sci fi romance, sci fi adventure, sci fi series, alien mate romance, alien mate series
Go to earth. Find a woman. Bring her back. Simple.The Emperor's Shadow, Xaandryn, is not a warrior. He's something else, whatever else,
the Emperor needs him to be. An assassin, and, it seems… now he's a delivery boy. Sent to earth to retrieve the Lady Jessica's sick sister,
he's anticipating an easy trip and, if he spends a little time getting to know the local culture… well, that's just a perk of the job. Right?Human
women though are endlessly fascinating, especially Jac Wright, the sick lady's nurse. He'd thought the warriors who'd fallen for human
women had defective genes, that there was something wrong in their makeup that allowed them to fall prey to their human mates. But Jac is…
something else. Tiny. Delicate. Beautiful.When his mission goes sideways, and an attack puts a couple of them in danger, he escapes earth
with not one, but two human women in his care. After all… she's only one tiny little woman. What could possibly go wrong?Apparently…
everything.He's hot. Gorgeous. And a total liar...When the hot 'doctor' who arrives to see her sick charge, Jac wright knows he's not on the
level. No doctor looks the way Rynn does… hot, ripped and panty-wettingly gorgeous… not unless they're on primetime TV. Then the shit hits
the fan, aliens attack and she finds herself on an alien ship with her charge frozen into a giant blue popsicle.What's a girl to do? Kiss the hot
alien, then knock him out of course. The problem is, she can't drive a car, never mind fly an alien spaceship. Which is a problem when other,
bad aliens board the ship… with an assassin on side though, breaking out of an alien brig is child's play, but comes with a price: Rynn's
trust.But once on Lathar Prime her lover seems less than interested in bringing their relationship into the light of day. Will he realise what
she's offering, or will Jac be forced to go to extreme measures to claim her alien assassin's heart?This is the fifth story in the Warriors of the
Lathar Series:1 - Alien Lord's Captive2 - Claiming her Alien Warrior3 - Pregnant by the Alien Healer4 - Alien Healer's Baby (Slice of Life
story)5 - Adored by the Alien Assassin
Five Vaxxlian brothers claim their mates... After their homeworld is destroyed, along with most of their females, all Vaxxlian warriors must
work to rebuild their entire civilization--including finding a way to procreate. Once they discover they're compatible with human females, they
set out to find as many as possible. Follow the stories of brothers Deza, Stax, Kirn, Fynd, and Zann as they search for the unsuspecting
human females who will belong to them forever. This sweet but steamy sci-fi alien romance collection includes all five books in the Vaxxlian
Mates series. Featuring: Alien Protector Alien Healer Alien Giant Alien Brute Alien Hunter
She must betray his trust to achieve her mission. But fooling an alien warrior comes with a price. A guest of the Lathar, Jane hasn’t forgotten
she’s a hard as nails marine. Tasked with finding a way to beat the technologically-advanced aliens, she needs to find answers for her
superiors... before they arm the nukes and doom the human race. Just one problem. A scarily-sexy alpha male alien warrior with long hair
and a sexy growl. He wants her for his mate and time is running out. Both to get the intel she needs, and to stay out of his bed. Because once
he gets her there, she knows she’ll never want to leave... A beautiful stowaway is the last thing he needs, but everything he’s ever wanted.
Karryl has wanted Jane from the moment he saw her. The human soldier is feisty and dangerous, everything he wants in a female. He knows
she desires him, but she resists his claim. Called away on a mission into a dangerous part of space, an unexpected stowaway puts a crimp in
his plans. Ego says she followed him, sense says she’s a spy. He’ll finish his mission and get her back to the safety of Lathar Prime. He’ll
make her body burn in his bed, get the truth out of her… and claim her as his mate. But no plan survives contact with the enemy. They must
contend with a crash landing, a case of amnesia, and an enemy who think it would be better if Karryl took a long walk out of a short airlock…
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Keywords: alien mate romance, alien romance, space books for adults, sci fi, sci fi books, sci fi romance, sci fi adventure, sci fi series, space
marine, alien warrior, Alpha Male
**This is a boxed set of the first four Warriors of the Lathar books. If you own these titles individually, DO NOT purchase this book.**Earth
girls might be popular...but they're definitely not easy.Alien Lord's Captive - Sergeant Cat Moore has a big problem. Namely a big, sexy alien
lord she's give a bad case of the mating marks...Claiming her Alien Warrior - In a race against the clock, Major Jane Allen must betray
Karryl's trust to achieve her mission... But fooling an alien warrior comes with a price.Pregnant by the Alien Healer - Jess is pregnant without
nookie. Worse, there's a bunch of fanatics loose in the palace trying to kill her and her baby... Not. Happening.Alien Healer's Baby - Laarn's
about to become a daddy. The first female child born for a generation. He's studied childbirth, he's confident that he has everything planned.
Unfortunately, as any human woman could tell him, having a baby doesn't always go to plan...

A new edition of an occult classic, which includes a new introduction by Mary K. Greer, author of Women of the Golden Dawn, and
a new afterword with excerpts from rarely seen documents by Fortune herself describing how the book came about. After finding
herself the subject of a powerful psychic attack in the 1930s, famed British occultist Dion Fortune wrote this detailed instruction
manual on protecting oneself from paranormal attack. This classic psychic self-defense guide explains how to understand the
signs of a psychic attack, vampirism, hauntings, and methods of defense. Everything you need to know about the methods,
motives, and physical aspects of a psychic attack and how to overcome it is here, along with a look at the role psychic elements
play in mental illness and how to recognize them. This is one of the best guides to detection and defense against psychic attack
from one of the leading occult writers of the twentieth century.
He’s the first father in decades. He has NO clue what he’s doing. Laarn, Lord Healer of the Lathar, is about to become something
unique among his people. He’s about to become a father… of a little girl. The first female child born for a generation. He’s studied
childbirth, he’s confident that he has everything planned. Unfortunately, as any human female could tell him if he’d bothered to
ask, having a baby doesn’t always go to plan… This short story is set in the WARRIORS OF THE LATHAR world and is not a
stand alone. It should be read after PREGNANT BY THE ALIEN HEALER. Keywords: alien mate romance, alien romance, space
books for adults, sci fi, sci fi books, sci fi romance, sci fi adventure, sci fi series, space marine, alien warrior, alien baby book
Jillian Landay is no queen of an alien planet like her younger sister, Megan, but she has a successful career as an interior
designer. Love and relationships? Totally out of the question. She's not about to get burned again. So how the hell did she end up
pregnant for an arrogant alien general? Jonnar Dorayan may be the sexiest alien warrior alive with his intense, blue-violet stare
and a scorching touch that sets her body afire, but he's not her type. Yeah, he's the father of her unborn child. And yeah, he saved
her life. Twice. But falling for him? Never gonna happen in this galaxy or the next! - There are two things Jonnar enjoys in life:
fighting and… well, it involves a willing woman beneath him. Fatherhood was definitely not one of his life’s goals. And if he had a
choice, he certainly wouldn’t have chosen a prickly, stubborn human female as the mother of his child. Jillian is nothing like what
he’s accustomed to, yet her irresistible curves and astounding strength captivate him. He can't fall in love with her. He's no good
for her and she's too good for him. But if he ever gets them out of their dangerous situation, he's not sure he'll want to let her go.
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The Alien General's Baby is a steamy sci-fi alien romance. It features a handsome, powerful alien general falling in love with and
risking his life for his luscious human female and their unborn child. This book features these themes: science fiction alien
romance, forbidden love between alien and human, enemies to lovers, pregnancy / baby, steamy love scenes, action and
adventure, suspense.
Genly Ai is an ethnologist observing the people of the planet Gethen, a world perpetually in winter. The people there are
androgynous, normally neuter, but they can become male ot female at the peak of their sexual cycle. They seem to Genly Ai alien,
unsophisticated and confusing. But he is drawn into the complex politics of the planet and, during a long, tortuous journey across
the ice with a politician who has fallen from favour and has been outcast, he loses his professional detachment and reaches a
painful understanding of the true nature of Gethenians and, in a moving and memorable sequence, even finds love...
Laarn, Lord Healer of the Lathar, is about to become something unique among his people. He's about to become a father… of a
little girl. The first female child born for a generation. He's studied childbirth, he's confident that he has everything
planned.Unfortunately, as any human woman could tell him, having a baby doesn't always go to plan…This short story is set in the
WARRIORS OF THE LATHAR world and is not a stand alone. It should be read after PREGNANT BY THE ALIEN HEALER and is
a little bite of life story for those who fell in love with the Lathar and their mates.
Behind ‘enemy lines’ the last thing she expects is a sexy alien warrior determined to make her his… When things screw up in
diplomatic talks with the Lathar Dani Black finds herself lined up for the one thing every dyed in the wool soldier dreads… a
diplomatic function. Alone on the Lathar ship without backup, she must play nice, rescue a VIP and somehow get them both back
to her own ship without causing a diplomatic incident that could result in the annihilation of the human race. The problem is one
sexy as hell alien warrior. Tall, silver-haired and handsome, he’s her escort for the evening and makes her want things she
certainly shouldn’t want from an alien, no matter how sexy he is. But then a conversation goes bad, and she finds herself in an
alien challenge circle fighting for her freedom. It’s all going well, until her sexy alien steps into the ring… The moment he saw her,
he swore he’d make the beautiful human woman his mate. Sardaan is the envy of his shipmates when he’s assigned by the
emperor to escort a visiting human dignitary for a diplomatic function. But that’s not all he’s been assigned to do… under orders to
seduce the beautiful human woman at any costs, Sardaan is more than happy to do his duty. Things take a turn for the
unexpected when a simple display of combat prowess becomes a challenge fight. Sardaan must step into the ring against the
woman he yearns for her and claim her before he loses her forever to another. But, once he’s beaten her and claimed her in the
eyes of his people, he realises his battle has only just begun. Can he make his delicate but stubborn little mate see they have a
future? Or will forces conspire in the shadows and steal any chance of happiness they have before it’s even begun? Keywords:
military books, alien mate romance, alien romance, space books for adults, sci fi, sci fi books, sci fi romance, sci fi adventure, sci fi
series, space marine,
Sarah J. Maas's global #1 bestselling THRONE OF GLASS series reaches new heights in this sweeping fourth instalment.
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Everyone Celaena Sardothien loves has been taken from her. Now she returns to the empire – to confront the shadows of her past
... Bloodthirsty for revenge on the two men responsible for destroying her life, and desperate to find out if the prince and his
captain are safe, Celaena returns to Rifthold. She has accepted her identity as Aelin Galathynius, the lost Queen of Terrasen. But
before she can reclaim her throne, there are dark truths to learn and debts to be paid. Aelin must stay hidden beneath her
assassin's hood and draw on her mortal strength as Celaena to prevent the King of Adarlan from tearing her world apart. Only then
can she fight for her people. Readers will be held rapt as Celaena's story builds to an agonising crescendo, packed with heartpounding action and searing romance.
The alien warrior found her first--and he's keeping her. On the run from her controlling fiancé, Mila makes a living as a transport
pilot in a dangerous part of space. When she's accused of murder and sentenced to death on a backward planet, she believes it's
truly the end. That is...until she awakens to a handsome alien with glowing green eyes watching over her. The alien heals her
wounds and promises to keep her safe. But can she trust the stranger who insists she's coming back to his home planet as his
mate? Stax knows the little human has secrets, but he still wants her--even if she is guilty of some horrible crime. He's taking her
back to New Vaxx and that's final. But first he has to claim her. When they arrive on his home planet, he wants his scent on her to
ward off all other males, as human females are precious and the only alien race compatible with his. No matter what, he won't risk
losing the little human he's grown to love. He'll protect her, and he'll fight for her. Always.

— Irish Book of the Year Finalist! — An Amazon Best Books of the Year So Far pick! A whimsical, touching debut about
loneliness, friendship and hope... Vivian doesn't feel like she fits in - and never has. As a child, she was so whimsical that
her parents told her she was "left by fairies." Now, living alone in Dublin, the neighbors treat her like she's crazy, her older
sister condescends to her, social workers seem to have registered her as troubled, and she hasn't a friend in the world.
So, she decides it's time to change her life: She begins by advertising for a friend. Not just any friend. She wants one
named Penelope. Meanwhile, she roams the city, mapping out a new neighborhood every day, seeking her escape route
to a better world, the other world her parents told her she came from. And then one day someone named Penelope
answers her ad for a friend. And from that moment on, Vivian's life begins to change. Debut author Caitriona Lally offers
readers an exhilaratingly fresh take on the Irish love for lyricism, humor, and inventive wordplay in a book that is, in itself,
deeply charming, and deeply moving.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know God, or do you just know about
God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ, challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our
relationship with God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces us to people in
various world religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual
life and made possible his deep, personal relationship with God.
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She’s pregnant without nookie. Someone lied to her about the birds and the bees. Being kidnapped by aliens isn’t so
bad, especially as it allows Jess to be close to a certain handsome healer. She thinks he’s more interested in his tests
and her genetic code than in her as a woman, until a hot encounter proves just how wrong she was. When Laarn is
called away to the battlefield, she gets treatment from the automated systems in his lab. Button-mashing alien tech? Not
a good idea. Now she’s pregnant without a sniff of between the sheets action. What’s worse, there’s a bunch of
fanatics loose in the palace trying to kill her and her baby… Duty or desire. He can’t have both... Laarn’s scars mark his
rank as the best healer in the empire, but Jessica, the beautiful human female who holds his interest, won’t even look at
them. He wants her, but his duty lies in saving his people. Until everything changes. A lost strand of DNA in the human
code, hidden in Jess’s genetic material, could mean a cure. She’s the key to the lathar’s future, and his own. Between
a pregnancy, mating marks, and a fanatic out to kill the woman he loves, can Laarn remain detached enough to do his
duty… or will he give into emotion and save his heart? Keywords: alien mate romance, alien romance, space books for
adults, sci fi, sci fi books, sci fi romance, sci fi adventure, sci fi series, space marine, alien warrior, alien baby book
"Del Rey book." Battling the Taurans in space was one problem as Private William Mandella worked his way up the ranks
to major. In spanning the stars, he aged only months while Earth aged centuries.
A horde of savage aliens annex our planet. The leader? The blue alien king Leofric, a towering mass of muscle and cold
authority. He demands a tribute: me, my body, my womb. I won’t give in… He can take my body, but he’ll never have my
heart. Can a powerful king like Leofric ever take no for an answer? This steamy sci-fi romance is a blue alien romance
set in Enid Titan's alien romance universe. This is the first book in a new series. If you enjoy hot alien romance and alien
savage romance stories, you'll love this sizzling hot book which will leave you dripping with excitement over the alien
male/human female pairing! Keywords: alien savage romance, dark sci fi romance, steamy sci fi romance, alien alpha
male, hot alien romance, alien human romance, paranormal romance, alien contact romance, sci fi, sfr, sci fi romance
Fleeing home from his military service in Afghanistan when his wife dies in an apparent freak household accident, Dr.
Mike Scanlon struggles with the tragedy, his inability to bond with his new baby daughter and a downsizing in his medical
practice only to discover a shocking secret that changes his understanding of everything. By the Edgar Award-winning
author of Come Home. 300,000 first printing.
The third instalment to the global #1 bestselling series. As the King of Adarlan's Assassin, Celaena Sardothien is bound
to serve the tyrant who slaughtered her dear friend. But she has vowed to make him pay. The answers Celaena needs to
destroy the king lie across the sea Wendlyn. And Chaol, Captain of the King's Guard, has put his future in jeopardy to
send her there. Yet as Celaena seeks her destiny in Wendlyn, a new threat is preparing to take to the skies. Will Celaena
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find the strength not only to win her own battles, but to fight a war that could pit her loyalties to her own people against
those she has grown to love? This third novel in the THRONE OF GLASS sequence, from global #1 bestselling author
Sarah J. Maas, is packed with more heart-stopping action, devastating drama and swoonsome romance, and introduces
some fierce new heroines to love and hate.
What started out as the worst day ever just got worse. Incorrectly identified as her strange roommate, curvy Jory finds
herself spirited away by an intergalactic bounty hunter intent on returning her to the prince she’s expected to marry.
Except she’s no princess, and forget a prince when she could have the sexy, magenta-skinned alien instead—if he’ll
accept she’s a mistaken princess and give in to the desire simmering between them. Keywords: accelerated pregnancy,
crashlanded, stranded, first contact with aliens, first contact, curvy heroine, full-figured, opposites attract, space,
adventure, marriage, baby, alien, fated mates, sf romance, action, princess, mistaken identity, hunky alien, warrior, alien
abduction, Scifi romance, bbw, curvy
A dystopian thriller follows a boy and girl on the run from a town where all thoughts can be heard – and the passage to manhood
embodies a horrible secret. Todd Hewitt is the only boy in a town of men. Ever since the settlers were infected with the Noise
germ, Todd can hear everything the men think, and they hear everything he thinks. Todd is just a month away from becoming a
man, but in the midst of the cacophony, he knows that the town is hiding something from him -- something so awful Todd is forced
to flee with only his dog, whose simple, loyal voice he hears too. With hostile men from the town in pursuit, the two stumble upon a
strange and eerily silent creature: a girl. Who is she? Why wasn't she killed by the germ like all the females on New World?
Propelled by Todd's gritty narration, readers are in for a white-knuckle journey in which a boy on the cusp of manhood must
unlearn everything he knows in order to figure out who he truly is.
An alien race calls on one woman to revive mankind after Earth’s apocalypse in this science fiction classic from the award-winning
author of Parable of the Sower. Lilith Iyapo has just lost her husband and son when atomic fire consumes Earth—the last stage of
the planet’s final war. Hundreds of years later Lilith awakes, deep in the hold of a massive alien spacecraft piloted by the
Oankali—who arrived just in time to save humanity from extinction. They have kept Lilith and other survivors asleep for centuries,
as they learned whatever they could about Earth. Now it is time for Lilith to lead them back to her home world, but life among the
Oankali on the newly resettled planet will be nothing like it was before. The Oankali survive by genetically merging with primitive
civilizations—whether their new hosts like it or not. For the first time since the nuclear holocaust, Earth will be inhabited. Grass will
grow, animals will run, and people will learn to survive the planet’s untamed wilderness. But their children will not be human. Not
exactly. Featuring strong and compelling characters and exploring complex themes of gender and species, Octavia E. Butler
presents a powerful, postapocalyptic interplanetary epic, as well as a ray of hope for humanity. This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Octavia E. Butler including rare images from the author’s estate.
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Pregnant by the Alien HealerMina Carter
Discover Ancient Secrets that Can Change Your Life!Join a skeptical university researcher from the USA as he travels to the
Himalayas and uncovers secrets from an ancient healing lineage that began with Lord Buddha's physician. For thousands of
years, the greatest healers in the Himalayas have been refining a potent healing science for the treatment of physical ailments,
psychological disorders and spiritual challenges. The most effective natural healing methods were recorded on ancient scrolls.
Now, in this breakthrough, real-life account, many of these healing secrets are revealed by the author's encounters with legendary
master healer Dr. Naram. The secrets in this book can change your life forever.
My life sucks.All the other human breeders have males who are head over heels for them, but do I get that? Nope. Not even close.
My alien is the future king of the Dravian race and believe me, he acts like a royal jerk.Yeah, sure, he's hot as hell, but that is not
the point.Anyway, I'm still trying to figure out how to get him to do what I want when I stumble onto plans for an assassination. I
decide to get involved because if anyone is going to kill the sexy prince it's going to be me. Especially if he calls me his "namori"
one more time. Whatever that means.So now I'm trying to keep us alive, but he's making everything difficult with his kisses and
his... well let's just say I better keep my mind focused and my legs, er... mouth closed.House of Kaimar Series:Book 1: The
Commander's Captive (Lia & Varek)Book 2: The Monarch's Mate (Morgan & Zaden)Book 3: The Bodyguard's Breeder (Eleanor &
Kade)Book 4: The Legislator's Lover (Natalie & Kolton)Book 5: The Healer Hellion (Skylar & Braxton) *It's not necessary, but
highly recommended that the series be read in order.
More than 160 tales from eighty tribal groups gives us a rich and lively panorama of the Native American mythic heritage. From
across the continent comes tales of creation and love; heroes and war; animals, tricksters, and the end of the world. In addition to
mining the best folkloric sources of the nineteenth century, the editors have also included a broad selection of contemporary
Native American voices. With black-and-white illustrations throughout Selected and edited by Richard Erdoes and Alfonso Ortiz
Part of the Pantheon Fairy Tale and Folklore Library
Years in the making, Sarah J. Maas's #1 New York Times bestselling Throne of Glass series draws to an epic, unforgettable
conclusion. Aelin Galathynius's journey from slave to king's assassin to the queen of a once-great kingdom reaches its heartrending finale as war erupts across her world. . . Aelin has risked everything to save her people-but at a tremendous cost. Locked
within an iron coffin by the Queen of the Fae, Aelin must draw upon her fiery will as she endures months of torture. Aware that
yielding to Maeve will doom those she loves keeps her from breaking, though her resolve begins to unravel with each passing
day... With Aelin captured, Aedion and Lysandra remain the last line of defense to protect Terrasen from utter destruction. Yet they
soon realize that the many allies they've gathered to battle Erawan's hordes might not be enough to save them. Scattered across
the continent and racing against time, Chaol, Manon, and Dorian are forced to forge their own paths to meet their fates. Hanging in
the balance is any hope of salvation-and a better world. And across the sea, his companions unwavering beside him, Rowan hunts
to find his captured wife and queen-before she is lost to him forever. As the threads of fate weave together at last, all must fight, if
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they are to have a chance at a future. Some bonds will grow even deeper, while others will be severed forever in the explosive
final chapter of the Throne of Glass series.
Her perfect man is a big, scarred alien war hero. Pity he only sees her as a warrior, not a woman... Kenna Reynolds loves life in
the Imperial Court. The latharian culture fascinates her, and she values the friendships she’s made amongst the sentinel women,
most bonded to Latharian males, and a few with babies on the way. She wants that, but the male she wants—Xaandril, the
emperor’s champion—barely seems to notice her as a woman. As a warrior yes, but she’s begun to lose all hope that he’ll ever
see her as a woman... She was his the moment he saw her. But how can he claim her when he’s less than half a warrior? After
losing his family years ago Xaandril, the emperor’s champion, never thought he’d find love again. When the first humans are
discovered to be compatible, Xaan decides to leave finding a mate among them to younger males. But one of the humans, Kenna,
won’t give up on him, not even when he’s grievously inured in battle. It takes seeing her dancing with another warrior to get his
ass into gear, but before he can claim her unusual readings in a far flung terran system have them heading on on a mission for the
Emperor himself. What they find is a disturbing debris field, a colony with more secrets than members and a hidden enemy. Can
Xaan beat them all to save the woman he loves, or will he lose everything, including his heart, once again? Keywords: alien mate
romance, alien romance, space books for adults, sci fi, sci fi books, sci fi romance, sci fi adventure, sci fi series, alien mate
romance, alien mate series
Follow Chaol on his sweeping journey to a distant empire in this next instalment of the THRONE OF GLASS series by global #1 bestselling
author Sarah J. Maas. Chaol Westfall has always defined himself by his unwavering loyalty, his strength, and his position as the Captain of
the Guard. But all of that has changed since Aelin shattered the glass castle, since Chaol's men were slaughtered, since the King of Adarlan
spared him from a killing blow, but left his body broken. Now he and Nesryn sail for Antica – the stronghold of the southern continent's mighty
empire and of the legendary healers of the Torre Cesme. It's Chaol's one shot at recovery, and with war looming back home, Dorian and
Aelin's survival could depend on Chaol and Nesryn convincing Antica's rulers to ally with them. But what they discover there will change them
both – and be more vital to saving Erilea than they could have imagined.
Kingdoms collide as Aelin continues her epic journey from assassin to queen in this instalment of the global #1 bestselling series. The long
path to the throne has just begun for Aelin Galathynius. As the kingdoms of Erilea fracture around her, enemies must become allies if Aelin is
to keep those she loves from falling to the dark forces poised to claim her world. With war looming on all horizons, the only chance for
salvation lies in a desperate quest that may mark the end of everything Aelin holds dear. Will Aelin succeed in keeping her world from
splintering, or will it all come crashing down? Contains mature content. Not suitable for younger readers.
She’s a nurse, not a spaceship pilot. And why are aliens so damned hot? Nurse Jac’s life is boring. It certainly doesn’t include aliens,
unless they’re on TV. But then the shit hits the fan and she finds herself on an alien ship with her charge frozen into a giant blue ice cube.
What’s a girl to do? Kiss the hot alien, then knock him out of course. The problem is, she can’t drive a car, never mind fly an alien
spaceship. Which is a problem when hostile aliens board the ship… Go to earth. Find a woman. Bring her back. Simple. Rynn is an assassin.
Normally. Now it seems he’s a delivery boy. Sent to earth to retrieve a sick female, he’s anticipating an easy trip. If he spends a little time
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getting to know the local culture… well, that’s just a perk of the job. Right? Human females are fascinating, especially Jac, the sick female’s
nurse. He’d thought the warriors who’d fallen for humans had defective genes. But Jac is something else. Tiny. Delicate. Beautiful. HIS.
When an attack puts them in danger, he escapes earth with not one, but two human females in his care. What could possibly go wrong?
Apparently… everything.
Woken by a kiss, she didn’t expect her prince to be a handsome alien warrior. After being ill for months Lizzie Kalson wakes to a world she
doesn’t recognize. Literally. That’s because it’s the home planet for an alien empire. Now she has to contend with the fact her sister is an
alien princess and the hot as hell alien warrior whose deep, gravelly voice haunts her dreams. She should keep a level head but something
about him makes her want to forget all about the differences between their species and wish for her own fairytale romance... Born with
nothing, his honor is all he has. And he’d leave it all behind because of love... Saal has always had to fight for everything he has, including
his place at the Healer’s Hall. Seen as a punishment by most, he doesn’t care. Not when it allows him to be close to the beautiful Lady
Lizzie. He’s determined to make her his, but the cost is higher than he expected when cultural differences raise their ugly heads. Perhaps
humans and lathar don’t get a happily ever after…But when Lizzie’s life is on the line, can Saal look past his heartbreak and save the only
female he’s ever loved? PLEASE NOTE: This title was previously included in the LOVED IN SPACE anthology, and has been minorly
expanded and edited for re-release. Keywords: alien warrior princess, alien mate romance, alien romance, space books for adults, sci fi, sci fi
books, sci fi romance, sci fi adventure, sci fi series, alien mate romance, alien mate series, alien mercenary romance
Alone. Ill. She’ll do anything to find her kids Both her children taken by the Lathar and her home destroyed in the process, Amanda Kallson is
at her wits end and desperate. With nothing left to tie her to Earth, she’ll do anything to track down her daughters… even take an alien
warriors crazy deal. It doesn’t hurt that said alien warrior is tall, ripped and as handsome as hell. But Fenriis isn’t the only warrior who has
eyes for Amanda and while her ferocious mate is busy fighting off an outside enemy, it’s one within who may steal their happily ever after
before it even gets started. Small. Exquisite. He’ll risk the wrath of the Emperor himself to make her his. It was supposed to be a quick in and
out mission. After an attack on Earth, a planet no non-native was supposed to set foot on, Fenriis is forced to go down to the surface to make
sure no enemy forces remain. But when he hears a woman crying, begging for help… from her gods, sure, but in their absence, he offers his
aid. She’s the most beautiful thing he’s ever seen, and all she wants is to find her children. Since they’re on his planet, how can he refuse to
help… especially when she agrees to be his mate in return? But, in Latharian society, sometimes it’s not the enemy you can see you need to
watch out for. Sometimes the worst attack comes from the last place you’d expect. Forced to fight off her people and his… can he find her
before it’s too late? Keywords: alien mate romance, alien romance, space books for adults, sci fi, sci fi books, sci fi romance, sci fi adventure,
sci fi series, space marine, alien assasin, alien invasion romance books, sci fi suspense.
She’s trained for everything up to and including alien invasion. One problem. No one told her aliens would be so damn sexy. It’s simple.
When her base is attacked by aliens, Cat has to fight. Whenever and however possible. But the alien leader, Tarrick, has her in his sights and
she has one choice. Come to his bed or things go badly for her friends. Determined to resist, it’s hard to remember what she’s fighting
against when her alien captor is built like a god and his touch sets her body on fire. She only has to fool him for a while, just long enough to
get the information they need to escape. Long enough to find out her alien captor isn’t the monster she thought... But when the time comes,
will she want to leave? He needs a female, or they all die. His species is dying. Not today, maybe not tomorrow, but with no females, their
days are numbered. Finding a base full of females is a bounty Tarrick can't ignore. Nor can he ignore the delicate little female who stirs his
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blood yet dares to defy him at every step. Then a dangerous rival challenges his claim on Terran space and all it’s females. He can’t afford
to lose control, or his clan is doomed. When his treasured female is taken, he'll do anything to rescue her. Including starting an intergalactic
war…
Prepared to put her life on the line, she didn’t expect to lose her heart. Vice President Madison Cole is used to having a target on her back.
Being captured by aliens? An acceptable risk to get what she needs. What she didn’t count on was falling for the ‘enemy’, a handsome
alien warrior with a hero’s heart. Before they can have their happily ever after though, she must return home one last time… He’s been loyal
to the empire all his life. Will he betray everything he knows to save the woman he loves? Danaar K’Vass is on the brink of gaining
everything he’s ever wanted. A position as War Commander in the Latharian Empire and a mate, the beautiful human female, Madison Cole.
But enemies conspiring in the shadows mean Madison is taken from him, and thrown in a brutal human prison, he faces an impossible
choice.... Break his vows to the empire and risk an intergalactic war… or lose his mate forever. Keywords: alien mate romance, alien romance,
space books for adults, sci fi, sci fi books, sci fi romance, sci fi adventure, sci fi series, alien mate romance, alien mate series
**This is a boxed set of the first four Warriors of the Lathar books. If you own these titles individually, DO NOT purchase this book.** Earth
girls might be popular...but they're definitely not easy. Alien Lord’s Captive - Sergeant Cat Moore has a big problem. Namely a big, sexy alien
lord she’s give a bad case of the mating marks… Claiming her Alien Warrior - In a race against the clock, Major Jane Allen must betray
Karryl’s trust to achieve her mission… But fooling an alien warrior comes with a price. Pregnant by the Alien Healer - Jess is pregnant without
nookie. Worse, there’s a bunch of fanatics loose in the palace trying to kill her and her baby… Not. Happening. Alien Healer’s Baby - Laarn’s
about to become a daddy. The first female child born for a generation. He’s studied childbirth, he’s confident that he has everything planned.
Unfortunately, as any human woman could tell him, having a baby doesn’t always go to plan… Genre: Science Fiction Romance, Scifi
Romance, Alien Invasion romance, Alien romance, Alien warrior romance, Alien hero, alien soldier, Alien Warrior, military women, scifi
suspense romance
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